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REALNETWORKS INTRODUCES HARMONY, 

ENABLING CONSUMERS TO BUY DIGITAL 
MUSIC THAT PLAYS ON ALL POPULAR 

DEVICES 

Harmony Technology Enables Consumers to Transfer Secure Digital 

Music to All Popular Devices including the Apple iPod and devices from 

Creative, iRiver, RCA, Rio, Samsung, and palmOne 

RealPlayer Music Store Supports more Secure Portable Devices than 

Any Other Internet Music Store 

SEATTLE, July 26, 2004 — RealNetworks®, Inc. (Nasdaq: RNWK) 

the leading creator of digital media services and software, today 

announced Harmony™ Technology, the world's first DRM translation 

system to enable consumers to securely transfer purchased music to 

every popular secure music device. 

Harmony Technology frees consumers from the limitation of being 

locked into a specific portable device when they buy digital music. 

Now consumers can build their library of downloads secure in the 

knowledge that it will play on virtually whatever device they choose. 

"Compatibility is key to bringing digital music to the masses," said 

Rob Glaser, founder and CEO, RealNetworks, Inc. "Before Harmony, 

consumers buying digital music got locked into a specific kind of 

portable player. Harmony changes all that. Thanks to Harmony, 

consumers don’t have to worry about technology when buying music. 

Now anyone can buy music, move it to their favorite portable device, 

and it will just work, just like the way DVD and CDs work." 

"Interoperability of devices and jukebox software is one of the biggest 

challenges for today's music consumer," said Thomas Hesse, Chief 

Strategic Officer and Head of Global Digital Business, BMG. 

"RealNetworks' Harmony Technology is the first to address this issue 

by giving the consumer flexibility and choice." 

"EMI's goal is to allow consumers to access our music on as many 

legitimate platforms as possible, and seamlessly, across a range of 

devices. RealNetworks’ Harmony Technology will make it easier for 

consumers to enjoy their digital music in a truly flexible way," said 

Ted Cohen, SVP Digital Development and Distribution, EMI Music. 

"I'm excited about anything that means more flexibility and 

availability in terms of how people enjoy music. It's great to see 

RealNetworks make this step so that people can stop worrying about 

whether the music they buy will work on their favorite device," 

commented Stone Gossard of Pearl Jam. 

"Artists are better served when the customer can focus on the music 

not technology. You should not need an engineering degree to enjoy 

music, and RealNetworks' Harmony Technology offers the simplicity 

that music fans demand." Fred Davis, the founding partner of Davis, 
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Shapiro, Lewit, Montone and Hayes. Davis Shapiro represents many 

of today’s most successful artists. 

"Technology innovation and an ever-expanding wealth of digital media 

are profoundly changing how people live life and experience 

entertainment," said Kevin M. Corbett, vice president of Intel’s 

Desktop Platforms Group. "By taking a standards-based approach in 

designing the Harmony Technology service, RealNetworks is taking 

the right first steps to make it easier for consumers to enjoy music on 

the playback device of their choice. Industry support for standards-

based products and services is in concert with Intel’s vision of the 

emerging digital home where consumers will be able to enjoy music, 

movies, games, photos, communication and information at any time, 

anywhere and on any device." 

Harmony technology will be demonstrated for the first time on 

Tuesday July 27th at the Jupiter PlugIn conference in New York City. 

Beginning on Tuesday, a beta test version of RealPlayer® 10.5, the 

first consumer product to use Harmony Technology, will be available 

at www.real.com/harmony. Harmony Technology will be available 

later this year in other music products from RealNetworks including 

Real’s market-leading Rhapsody® subscription service. 

With Harmony Technology, RealPlayer Music Store supports more 

than 70 secure portable media devices, including all 4 generations of 

the iPod and iPod mini, 14 products from Creative, 14 from Rio, 7 

from RCA, 9 from palmOne, 18 from iRiver, and products from Dell, 

Gateway, and Samsung. Generally speaking, Harmony supports any 

device that uses the Apple FairPlay DRM, The Microsoft Windows 

Media Audio DRM, or the RealNetworks Helix DRM, giving RealPlayer 

Music Store support for more secure devices than any other music 

store on the Internet. 

For More Information: 

Erika Shaffer, RealNetworks, 206-674-2613, eshaffer@real.com 

ABOUT REALNETWORKS 
RealNetworks, Inc. is the leading creator of digital media services and 

software including the award-winning Rhapsody Internet jukebox 

service and RealPlayer 10, the first product to integrate finding, 

organizing, buying, playing and managing digital audio and video in a 

single product. Consumers can access and experience audio/video 

programming and download RealNetworks' consumer software at 

http://www.real.com. Broadcasters, network operators, media 

companies and enterprises use RealNetworks' products and services 

to create and deliver digital media to PCs, mobile phones and 

consumer electronics devices. RealNetworks' corporate information is 

located at http://www.realnetworks.com. 

RealNetworks, Rhapsody, RealPlayer, Harmony and the Real logo are trademarks or 

registered trademarks of RealNetworks, Inc. Other companies or products listed 

herein are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective owners. 
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